
 

Dear Visitor, 
 
Hello, and welcome to our new website.  We have worked hard to ensure it showcases 
our beautiful heritage properties in a manner befitting them, while remaining user 
friendly and allowing you to get to know us well before you even arrive!  
 
In 2019, Chipman Hill Suites celebrates a quarter century in business. Thank you to 
everyone who has stayed with or recommended us over these 25 years.  We are  
grateful for your business, which has allowed us to employ up to twenty individuals 
on a full-time basis, as well as to protect and restore these wonderful historic  
addresses for future generations to enjoy. 
 
As you will see on the site, we cater to both nightly and extended stays.  We seek to 
provide an authentic accommodation experience, remaining true to the heritage  
qualities of our buildings while providing guests with modern services and amenities.  
Above all, whether you're with us for business or pleasure, our goal is to ensure a 
spotlessly clean, comfortable and well-equipped suite.  I encourage you to tour the 
website thoroughly and see in greater detail what you can expect from a stay at  
Chipman Hill Suites, be it in our smallest, dorm-sized unit, grandest three-bedroom 
apartment, or anything in between!  
 
We encourage you to contact us directly to book your stay with us.  One of our 
friendly innkeepers will be more than pleased to help you decide what type of suite 
will best suit your needs.  In this day and age of online booking and mobile device 
"apps" we still feel that the best way to do business is in person and we'd love to talk 
with you!  Our toll-free telephone number is 1-877-859-3919, but if you prefer e-mail, 
please reach out at sleep@chipmanhill.com. 
 
Thank you for your virtual visit, and we do so hope we'll have the opportunity to  
welcome you for an actual visit at some point in the near future.  We look forward to 
sharing our historic properties with you. 
 
Yours in hospitality, 

 Susan Fullerton 

Chipman Hill Suites 

Chipman Hill Suites 
Saint John, New Brunswick, Canada 

1.506.693.1171   1.877.859.3919 (toll free) 


